UCLA SOCCER CENTER CIRCLE CLUB LEVELS & BENEFITS

**BLUE LEVEL** $100-$249
- Exclusive UCLA Women’s Soccer Communication
- Invitations to exclusive UCLA Women’s Soccer events
- An exclusive Center Circle Club scarf

**GOLD LEVEL** $250-$999
- Blue Level benefits
- Two (2) UCLA Olympic Sports Passes
- A signed team poster

**CHAMPION LEVEL** $1,000-$4,999
- Gold Level benefits
- A signed team ball
- Complimentary Invitations to exclusive UCLA Women’s Soccer Events

**HALL OF FAME LEVEL** $5,000-$9,999
- Champion Level benefits
- Sideline access for two (2) to one (1) home game

**TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE LEVEL** $10,000-$24,999
- Hall of Fame Level benefits
- Lunch for two (2) with the Head Coach

**COACHES CIRCLE LEVEL** $30,000+
- Tradition of Excellence Level benefits
- An honorary coach experience for two (2) for one (1) home game
- Wooden Athletic Fund Non-Seating Director’s Circle Benefits

**AREAS OF IMPACT**
- Enhanced Nutrition
- Non-Conference Travel
- Recruiting & Official Visits

**TO JOIN CONTACT LAUREN LOUCKS AT:**
AT 310.612.6388 OR LLOUCKS@ATHLETICS.UCLA.EDU